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Abstract—The performance of deep Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNN) has been reaching or even exceeding the
human level on large number of tasks. Some examples are
image classification, Mastering Go game, speech understanding
etc. However, their lack of decomposability into intuitive and
understandable components make them hard to interpret, i.e.
no information is provided about what makes them arrive at
their prediction. We propose a technique to interpret CNN
classification task and justify the classification result with visual
explanation and visual search. The model consists of two sub
networks: a deep recurrent neural network for generating textual
justification and a deep convolutional network for image analysis.
This multimodal approach generates the textual justification
about the classification decision. To verify the textual justification,
we use the visual search to extract the similar content from the
training set. We evaluate our strategy on a novel CUB dataset
with the ground-truth attributes. We make use of these attributes
to further strengthen the justification by providing the attributes
of images.
Index Terms—Explainable AI, Deep Neural Networks, Inter-
pretability
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the last few years, Convolutional Neural Networks
(CNNs) enjoyed the attention of the research community
due to a tremendous surge in performance. After the work
of Krizhevsky et al. [1], CNNs become the first choice of
researchers to solve computer vision problems. With the use of
CNNs, we see great advancement in computer vision, some-
times even surpassing human abilities. However there is no
clear idea why CNNs outperform traditional computer vision
techniques. To open the black box of CNNs, researchers have
proposed several approaches to understand what a network is
learning, but it still proves to be a challenging task.
Due to lack of understanding of CNNs, we can not build
trustable systems. To ensure trustability of systems of CNNs,
we must define transparent and explainable models which
explain their predictions. This transparency is useful at three
stages of artificial intelligence [2]. First, when AI is signifi-
cantly weaker than humans and not yet reliably ‘deployable’
(e.g. visual question answering [3]), the goal of transparency
and explanations is to identify the failure modes [4], [5],
thereby helping researchers focus their efforts on the most
fruitful research directions [2]. Second, the goal is to establish
trust and confidence in users when the AI is reliably deploy-
able. Third, when AI is significantly stronger than humans
(e.g. chess or Go [6]), the goal of explanations is in machine
teaching [7] i.e., a machine teaching a human about how to
make better decisions [2].
Interpretability refers to a technique which produces ex-
plainable models while maintaining the prediction accuracy
and enable humans to understand and trust the system. De-
composable pipelines where each stage is hand-designed are
thought to be more interpretable as each individual component
assumes a natural intuitive explanation [2]. Deep Models give
great performance but are not interpretable and their decision
process is vague and there is no formal way to explain why
it reached to the specific decision. Due to lack of proper
justification, CNNs are considered as black boxes. In order
to open this black box, several approaches are proposed for
understanding the behaviour and decision of the network. The
goal is to explain the decision of classification decision taken
by neural network.
We define here a visual justification system, namely EVCA
(for Explaining Visual Classification using Attributes), which
produces an explanation for the classification of one input
image, providing the respective class label and explaining why
the predicted label is appropriate for this image. We condition
language generation on the features produce by the fine
grained classifier. Other captioning methods relies on visual
features generated from a common network like VGG16,
VGG19, ResNet etc. which are pre-trained on ImageNet. Our
model uses fine grained recognition to produce strong image
features [8]. The model learns to generate a sequence of words
using an LSTM. We also justify the classification by using
visual search. By using the image features, we search for the
relevant images in the training set and retrieve top K relevant
results using pairwise distance as a similarity measure. Our
objective behind proposing this approach is two fold: Justify
classification decision using the textual sentence and also
justify it by retrieving relevant images from the training set.
We start by introducing a CNN architecture for fine grained
classification followed by RNN architecture and visual search.
In the following, section II presents related works. We then
describe the methodology and model proposed in section III,
before presenting the experimental set-up in section IV and
results in section V obtained. We conclude in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
The need for explaining and justifying automatically gen-
erated predictions has been discussed in various contexts,
It has Blue belly and
This is Indigo Bunting Because
has_bill_shape::cone, 
has_wing_color::blue, 
has_upperparts_color::blue etc.
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Pairwise Distance 
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Fig. 1. EVCA generates visual explanation with classification category and also with list of attributes associated with the image. Additionally, it extracts
the similar images from the training set using pairwise distance. The images retrieved also contain the attributes. These two parts justify the classification
decision.
beginning with experts system in 1970’s [9], [10] and it also
been studied from a psychological perspective [11] [12]. It
is particularly used in high risk application such as medicine
where physicians rated the ability to explain decisions as the
most highly desirable feature of a decision-assisting system
[13]. It is also essential in consumer-facing applications such
as Recommender Systems [14], [15] and context-Aware Ap-
plications [16], [17].
Explainable AI have been growing rapidly because of the
increasing interest in introspective deep neural networks. Many
approaches try to explain the decision of deep neural network
and to justify the classification result. Zeiler et al. [18] use
the deconvolutional approaches to visualise the activations of
inner layers of convolutional network, whereas [19] [20] use
discriminative patches. [21] proposed automated textual expla-
nation of images for image understanding. Also, LSTM [22]
has been used by [23] [24] to generate visual explanations: It
uses a loss function based on reinforcement leaning that learns
the class specificity to generate sentences. [25] presented a
pointing and justification explanation model which provides
a joint textual rationale generation and attention visualisation.
The model both visually points to the evidence and justifies a
model decision with text. [26] [2] uses the heat maps/attention
maps for visual explanations by indicating the regions of the
image which are most important for the decision.
Explanation Systems can either be introspective systems
or justification systems. Introspective systems are designed
to reflect the inner working and decision process of deep
neural network whereas justification systems are designed to
explain which visual evidence supports a decision. [18] [27]
[28] define introspective explanations where the model’s inner
working and decision process are highlighted. Justification
explanations models are presented in [23] [29], they use the
discriminative image attributes for reasoning process. [25]
argued that both systems are useful although justification sys-
tems are not necessarily helpful to an AI researcher to debug
AI component. Justification system is core to AI problem and
it is an AI challenge to answer, “which species a bird is?”
but [25] claims also that it is a fundamental AI challenge to
answer, “why would one say this image is related to specific
bird species”. In the work presented here, we justify the
decision of classification task by using textual justification,
with visual search and related attributes of object.
III. METHODOLOGY
Our model is as shown in Fig. 1 explains how a classifica-
tion decision is made (i) by generating the textual description
and explanation, (ii) by predicting the attributes for the specific
class which are also present in the textual description and
(iii) by retrieving the similar content from the training set
to justify what has triggered the particular decision, e.g.,
“This is (Object Classified) because (Justification)”. As we
summarise in Figure 1, our model involves four parts: (1) a
category classifier which predicts the class i.e Indigo Bunting
shown in Fig. 1, which uses the fine grained CNN architecture
to extract features from images; (2) a textual explanation
generator, which generates textual explanation and description
about the image content i.e It has blue belly and ...; (3) a visual
search, which uses the feature vector from the fine grained
classifier and retrieve the top K relevant results from the
training set as shown in Fig. 1; (4) a attribute classifier, which
gives the attributes present in the textual justification and in
images retrieve by visual search like has bill shape::cone,
has wing colour::blue etc as shown in Fig. 1. We ensure that
the final output of the system fulfil the criteria of justification
of CNN Classification decision.
A. Convolutional Feature Encoder
We use a fine grained classifier to encode the visual features.
Our CNN is based on Attribute Aware Attention Module [8].
The model learns the discriminative features for fine grained
classification. It consists of two branches: an attribute branch,
a category branch and attention modules. The model uses
attribute information to distinguish different categories such
as birds from two different species e.g “indigo bunting” and
“Lazuli bunting” that both have ”blue head” and ”cone shaped
beak” but different breast colour. The attention mechanism is
used to learn basic representation and the important attribute
features used to refine category features for classification [8].
The model is composed of shared CNN, namely ResNet
pretrained on ImageNet which extracted high level features.
We got the feature map of 2048×7×7 after omitting the last
dense layer which shared by the category branch and attribute
branch. The category branch produces the category embedding
after a global pooling layer. Similarly, the attribute branch also
gets the attribute embedding vector for every attribute.
There are two different attention modules (1) Attribute
attention which takes the category feature map and K attribute
embedding as input and produces the attention map for re-
gional features [8]. The attribute attention selects the K-th
attribute by using the attribute-guided attention weights which
are as follows:
m(k) = σ(V Ta(k)) (1)
where σ(x) is a sigmoid function. We get K attention maps
for all the K attributes. These attention maps are merged via
max-pooling to get final attention map. These attention maps
are then multiplied with category feature map and summed to
produce category representation f (region),
f (region) =
1
L
Vm(region) (2)
Similarly, (2) Category attention takes K attributes embed-
ding and the category embedding and compute the weights
similarly to attribute attention.
s(attr) = σ(AT v(category)) (3)
The final feature is computed by adding the weighted category
features and weighted attribute features. These features contain
both the information about category and attributes, and they
are passed to the two stacked LSTM which learns how to
generate an explanation conditioned on these features. These
features are also used for category classification by applying
a softmax function.
B. Recurrent Neural Network
The features provided by the CNN are now passed to the
two stacked LSTM which generates the sentence conditioned
on visual features. The first LSTM receives the previously
generated word wt−1 as input (at time t = 0 the model
receives a ”Start-Of-Sentence” token) and produces the output
lt. The second LSTM receives the image features generated
by our fine grained CNN and the output of first LSTM and
outputs the probability distribution p(wt) over the next word.
The word wt is generated by sampling from p(wt) at each
time step. Generation continues until an ”End-Of-Sentence”
token is generated [23].
Fine Grained CNN
Query Image: Cardinal
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Feature Extractor Using 
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Fig. 2. The Visual Search uses the Fine Grained CNN to extract image
features and to compute pairwise distances with images of the training set.
C. Visual Search
In order to achieve justifiable results we take inspiration
from human vision. We exhibit images related to the input
image retrieved from the training set to achieve our goal.
Visual Search uses an image as a query and tries to retrieve
the similar object from the training set. The fine grained
CNN is used to extract the features from the input image and
retrieves the top K relevant results using pairwise distance as
a similarity measure. The Pairwise Distance pd is a classical
P-norm distance and computed as follows:
dp(x, y) =
(
n∑
i=1
|xi − yi|p
) 1
p
(4)
where x represents the n-dimensional query image vector and
y represents the feature vector of an image from training set. If
high distance is observed that means images under observation
are dissimilar and if small distance is observed then the images
under observation are highly likely have similar context.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
A. Dataset
In our study, we used well-known Caltech UCSD Birds 200-
2011 (CUB) dataset [30]. CUB dataset contains 200 classes of
North American birds species and 11,788 images in total. The
dataset also comes with attributes for every bird. There are
total of 312 attributes for every category of attributes like, bill
shape, bill colour, bill length, eye colour etc. Some examples
of attributes are given below:
• has bill shape::curved (up or down)
• has bill shape::cone
• has bill shape::hooked
• has wing colour::blue
• has wing colour::brown
• has wing colour::iridescent
• has wing colour::purple
We choose CUB dataset because it provides the attributes
of every bird class and also there is an extension of dataset
Fig. 3. Visual Explanation Generated by the EVCA justification system where attributes are verified by ground-truth and predicted attributes and these
attributes can be find in the images extracted from training set.
which has been done by [31], where they collected 5 sentences
for each image. These sentences describe the content of the
image, e.g., “This is a bird” but also give detailed description
of the bird by mentioning their attributes e.g., “it has cone
shaped beak, red body and a grey wing.” We selected this
image-sentence dataset because every image is belong to a
certain class and therefore sentences and as well as images
are associated with a single label. The sentence also contains
the features of the bird present in the image which make this
dataset unique for the visual justification task. The sentence
collected in [31] were not collected for the visual explanation
task that is why it does not describe why the image belongs to
certain class but a descriptive detail about each bird class [23].
B. Implementation
The image features are collected from the penultimate
layer of the fine grained CNN. One hot vectors are used to
represent input words at each time step and learn a 1000-
dimensional embedding before inputting each word into the
1000-dimensional LSTM. We use TensorFlow [32] for our
experiments. We reported all the results using CUB standard
test set. We train our model with batch size of 64 for 150
epochs. Adam is used as an optimiser with cross-entropy loss.
The starting learning rate was 0.001. The Euclidean distance
is used to compare pairs of images, so p = 1 in equation 4.
V. RESULTS
To justify a classification result, we generate the text from
our model with category label and attributes labels. Further-
more, we demonstrate the justification by retrieving the similar
images from the training set.
Fig. 3 shows some examples of the our justification sys-
tem. The EVCA justification system predicts the class label
(“Wilson Warbler, American GoldFinch, Florida Jay”) and
then the justification conjunction (“because”) is followed by a
textual justification of the classification decision produced by
the model.
The first example in Fig. 3 is of Wilson Warbler, where our
justification system specifies that the Wilson warbler contains
a yellow belly and a yellow breast. We justify this decision by
looking at the ground-truth attributes and also the attributes
predicted by our justification system. The generated sentences
contain the attributes essential to the specific image. We also
justify the classification decision by exploiting training set.
The images retrieved from the training set for a particular
bird class also strengthen the understanding of why a particular
image is classified into a particular category. The right of Fig. 3
presents 3 images from the training set that belong to the same
class. Similarly, for second and third examples of Fig. 3, where
the textual justification contains the attributes present in the
query image, we see it from the predicted attributes and the
images retrieved from the the training set the prediction is
correct.
Despite our efforts, all the attributes are not always present
correctly. In Fig. 4, let us focus on the first example with a
query image of a “Common Raven”: the textual justification
mentions one incorrect attribute which is “long neck”, and
wrong images are extracted from the training set. To explain
this, we see that “Common Raven”, “Fish Crow”, “American
Crow” and “Common Crow” are all black, which makes these
classes hard to distinguish. Similarly, for the second example,
where the classifier predicted “white necked raven”, the textual
justification only predicts the correct bird colour but does not
mention the nape colour (which is white): it mistaken the
nape with the chest. This is wrong as White necked Raven
Fig. 4. Some negative examples predicted by the EVCA justification system, where it is able to predict some attributes but those are also common in other
classes.
is specified by the white colour on its nape. Similarly, the
images extracted from training set do not justifying correctly
the decision.
TABLE I
COMPARISON OF EVCA WITH BASELINE MODELS OF [23]
METEOR CIDEr
Definition [23] 27.9 43.8
Description [23] 27.7 42.0
Explanation-Label [23] 28.1 44.7
EVCA 28.2 45.3
Explanation [23] 29.2 56.7
We compare our system with the baseline models of [23]
where they reported METEOR [33] and CIDEr [34] score. In
table I, [23] trained definition model to generate sentence using
only image label as input and Description model is equivalent
to LRCN [31], except the features used are from fine grained
classifier. Explanation-label is equivalent to Description but in
addition it also conditioned on class predictions and Explana-
tion model depends on class condition and uses reinforcement
loss. Our result are below the Explanation model of [23]
(last line of table I) but we do provide additional details for
justification like attributes which are present in the sentence
and the similar images from the training set whereas [23] only
provides the textual justification. We present in table II the
Bleu [35] and Rouge [36] scores, in a way to show the interest
of our EVCA model.
TABLE II
EVALUATION OF EVCA WITH DIFFERENT EVALUATION METRICS
Bleu 1 Bleu 2 Bleu 3 Bleu 4 ROUGE
EVCA 62.6 54.5 35.5 27.3 45.9
VI. CONCLUSION
In this work, we presented an approach for both experts
and non-experts to justify the classification decision of Con-
volutional Neural Network. For experts, we generate visual
justification which contain attributes of the bird present in
the image and these attributes also predicted by classification
model. For non-experts, we exhibit relevant images to the
input image, retrieved from the training set, as an additional
information to support the classification decision of CNN. This
additional visual information provides non-experts a naive
sense to trust on the system. Our proposal was tested on the
CUB data set of birds images, and compared to other state
of the art approaches, on classical evaluation measures. The
results obtained outperform existing comparable works. We
also provide additional information like attributes and similar
images from training set, which makes it unique. We obtain
though some false results which was mainly due to ambiguous
appearance of birds in an image or very similar birds classes.
Exhibiting false results challenges the classification decision
of Convolutional Neural Networks. Our results show why
classification decision of Convolutional Neural Networks was
wrong and helps non-experts to better understand the final
decision. Our proposal provides enough visually perceivable
justification to convince both expert and non-experts to trust
the classification decision of Convolutional Neural Network.
There are many ways to improve the textual justification for
a classification task. For instance, [23] uses reinforcement loss
and class labels to generate sentences which focuses on the
discriminative properties of visible object. We can incorporate
this loss to further improve the system.
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